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2011 Vintage Port
“The conditions for ripening and harvesting were as good as perfect and almost unprecedented.”

Charles Symington

Despite producing wine every year, it is only in the very best vintages that a Port house declares the wine to be good 
enough to make the cut as Vintage Port – on average only three times a decade. Rarer still is a general declaration, when 
all of the Houses pronounce the vintage to be an outstanding success.

In the Douro, the pre-requisite for a good vintage is high rainfall over the winter to replenish the aquifers in anticipation 
of the summer heat; the winter of 2010/2011 saw rainfall some 40% higher than average, giving the vines a really good 
start. After a warmer than average spring, May, June, July and much of August were then hot and particularly dry, with 
a heat-wave in late June and virtually no rainfall at all, the vines relieved only when refreshing rain fell on 21st August. 
Further storms over the first couple of days of September provided a bit more light relief before another stable, warm 
spell which allowed the tannins to ripen fully and the sugars to develop. Harvesting took place over a five week period, 
the growers able to choose the time to suit their vines with no weather pressures of any sort, resulting in what Adrian 
Bridge of Taylor’s has called ‘textbook Vintage Ports, classic in every sense’.

As a result of this unique weather combination, the 2011 vintage ports show a fabulous degree of freshness and elegance 
whilst being complex and layered too. These are wines for the long term and we recommend them highly at all quality 
levels. With yields reduced by the dry summer, combined with high demand, an early response is recommended in order 
to avoid disappointment.

Nicola Arcedeckne-Butler MW,  May 2013

All prices are per case of 6 bottles (6x75cl), in bond London, unless otherwise marked

“Could 2011 be the vintage to put vintage port back on the fine wine map? I do hope so. I have never been as excited by the launch of a 
clutch of vintage ports. The quality of the best examples, of which there are many, is outstanding. There is a sense of wine producers having risen 

to the occasion of a growing season that could have been ordinary but was decidedly extraordinary in the end. And the competition between 
them to produce the finest examples has never been keener.”   - Jancis Robinson

E&OE
To order, please call us on 01353 721 999 or contact your salesperson directly

Private Cellar’s en primeur terms and conditions apply, please visit www.privatecellar.co.uk for more details
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House £ per case House £ per case

Smith Woodhouse    £160 Cockburn’s    £190

Croft    £198 Warre’s    £205

Churchill    £210 Sandeman    £210

Dow’s    £230 Quinta do Vesuvio    £235

Graham’s    £240 Taylor’s    £245

Fonseca    £250 The Vintage Collection
3 per case - 1 bottle each 
of Taylor’s, Fonseca & Croft

   £135


